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Abstract: Thin Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B layers with a thickness of ~ 30 – 850 nm were synthesized by thermal evaporation method using 

permanent magnets SmCo5 and Nd2Fe14B powders as precursors on glass substrates. The crystal structure was studied by X-ray diffraction 

in CuKa – radiation at room temperatures. It was shown that thin films are characterized by a highly amorphized crystalline state. It was 

found that annealing of the films leads to the destruction of the compositions on the glass substrate. In the temperature range of 80 – 1100 K 

using the ponderomotive method the specific magnetization in the “heating – cooling” mode was measured. Magnetic hysteresis loops were 

studied in the temperature range of 5 – 300 K. In the wavelength range of 250 – 3000 nm, optical transmission spectra of transparent Sm-Co 

and Nd-Fe-B films with a thickness of ~ 30 nm were studied. 
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1. Introduction 
Permanent magnets based on rare-earth hard magnetic 

materials are widely used in devices of technology and 

microelectronics. The tendency to reduce the size and weight of 

devices requires the creation of compact magnets. The fragility 

inherent in permanent magnets does not allow to obtain products of 

small sizes for multifunctional purposes. Alternative to cast and 

powder magnets are film magnets. Of particular interest in 

transparent magnetic film materials is their demand for the 

development of new generation microelectronics devices. Thin-film 

magnets have the following advantages: - the film thickness is quite 

easily regulated by the speed and time of deposition; - linear 

dimensions are set with high accuracy, their value is determined by 

the stencil; - a combination of films having different coercive forces 

and magnetocrystalline anisotropy perpendicular to the deposition 

plane allows the creation of new magnetic systems. 

SmCo5 and Nd2Fe14B magnets are highly coercive materials. 

They are characterized by high magnetic and crystalline anisotropy. 

The intermetallic compound SmCo5 has a hexagonal crystal 

structure of the space group S.G.:P6/mmm with unit cell parameters 

a = 0.499 nm, c = 0.398 nm [1]. The Nd2Fe14B compound 

crystallizes in the tetragonal syngony of the space group 

S.G.:P42/mnm with parameters a = 0.881 nm, c = 1.221 nm [2]. In 

the production of permanent magnets, Nd2Fe14B alloys are used 

with deviations from the stoichiometric composition in the direction 

of a slightly higher content of neodymium and boron to suppress the 

formation of γ-Fe crystallites. 

 

2. Experimental technique 
Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B films were synthesized by flash method 

on optically transparent glass substrates by feeding powder to a 

tantalum evaporator at a temperature of about 2000°C [3]. Powders 

for synthesis were obtained by crushing the ingots of SmCo5 and 

Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets and their subsequent annealing in 

vacuum above the Curie temperatures. X-ray diffraction studies 

were performed in CuKα–radiation. The specific magnetization σ = 

f(T) was measured by the ponderomotive method in a magnetic 

field with an induction of 0.86 T in the 80 – 1100 K temperature 

range [4]. The field dependences of the specific magnetization σ = f 

(H) of the films were studied on a Cryogenic vibration 

magnetometer in the temperature range of ~ 5 – 300 K. The optical 

transmission spectra of electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength 

range 200 – 3000 nm at room temperature were obtained on a Cary-

500 Scan UV-Vis-NiR Spectrometer. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 
Figure 1 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of a Sm-Co film with 

~ 850 nm thickness before and after annealing in vacuum at 580° C. 

 
Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of a bulk SmCo5 sample (a) and 

Sm-Co films before (b) and after (c) annealing 
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On x-ray films, halo-like reflexes are manifested. This 

indicates that a crystalline state characteristic of short-range 

crystalline ordering takes place in the films. Annealing of the films 

did not provide the crystalline ordering characteristic of the 

powders, but led to the decay of the initial state. X-ray diffraction 

patterns contain reflexes of low intensity of Co and Fe elements. 

Figure 2 shows the results of studying the crystal structure of 

powders and Nd-Fe-B films of different thicknesses. X-ray 

diffraction patterns of Nd-Fe-B films with a thickness d < 80 nm do 

not contain diffraction reflections characteristic of Nd2Fe14B 

powders. 

 

 
Figure 2. X-ray powder pattern (a) and Nd-Fe-B films (b, c) 

 

The instability to heating the crystalline state of the 

synthesized films on glass was convincingly manifested when 

measuring their fundamental magnetic characteristics in the 

temperature range 80 – 1100 K. The σ(T) dependences of the Sm-

Co and Nd-Fe-B films are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Sm-Co film 

thickness ~850nm, and Nd-Fe-B ~100nm. The dependences σ(T) of 

the films have a minimum of specific magnetization near the Curie 

temperatures  typical  fo  SmCo5  (950 K)  and  Nd2Fe14B  (650  K) 

 

powders. At temperatures above the minimum temperature, an 

increase in specific magnetization is observed in both dependences. 

This can be interpreted as a result of the decomposition of SmCo5 

and Nd2Fe14B compounds with the release of unbound Co and Fe 

elements. As a result, during cooling, the behavior of the 

dependences σ(T) no longer corresponds to the dependences of 

heating. 

In the initial state of the films, there are also impurities of free 

Co and Fe ions, what is indicated by the values of the specific 

magnetization of the minima in the dependences σ = f(T). They are 

significantly higher than the magnetization values characteristic of 

the paramagnetic states SmCo5 and Nd2Fe14B. In films, the 

paramagnetic state is not reached even at 1000 K. For Co this 

temperature is of the order of 1388 K, and for Fe it is higher than 

1040 K. The presence of iron in the film is also indicated by the X-

ray diffraction pattern of the Nd-Fe-B film: the maximum of the 

halo reflection coincides with the most intense reflection (110) of 

the bulk Fe sample. Measurements of σ(T) on powders also indicate 

that even there is excess iron in it. So as in the paramagnetic state of 

the Nd2Fe14B powder, the magnetization should be less than 1.0 

A·m3/kg, while the experiment gives a specific magnetization of the 

order of 5.0 A·m3/kg. 

 

 
Figure 3. Dependences σ(T) of SmCo5 powder (a) and films  

Sm-Co (b) 

 

Using the dependences σ = f(T) and the expression: 

𝜇 =
𝜎∙𝑀

𝑁𝐴
𝜇𝐵 =

𝜎∙𝑀

5585
,  (1) 

where σ is the value of specific magnetization, M is the molar mass; 

5585 – a value equal to the product of Avogadro number (NA) by 

the Bohr magneton value (μB), the magnetic moments of the 

synthesized thin Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B thin layers at temperatures of 

~ 80 and 300 K were determined (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Values of specific magnetization and magnetic moments at 80 and 300 K, optical transmission values and gap energy for Nd-Fe-B 

and Sm-Co films 

Сomposition σ80 К, A·m3/kg σ300 К, A·m3/kg µ80 К µ300 К Т, % ΔЕ, eV 

Sm-Co film 62.197 57.674 4.956 4.596 6-80 0.8 

Nd-Fe-B film 91.046 75.041 17.625 14.526 6-55  0.7 
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Figure 4. Dependences of σ(T) for Nd2Fe14B powder (a) and  

Nd-Fe-B films (b) 

 

Figure 5 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops for the samples 

of Nd-Fe-B films, which demonstrate a sharp decrease in the 

remanent magnetization and coercive force with a decrease in the 

film thickness to nanoscale values. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Magnetic hysteresis loops for Nd-Fe-B thin layers. 

(a) – specific magnetization dependence σ = f(В) of Nd-Fe-B 

d≈250 – 280 nm thin layer; 

(b) – magnetic hysteresis loop for transparent Nd-Fe-B thin 

film d~100 nm 

 

 

Optical transmission spectra were studied on films with a 

thickness of ~ 30 ~ 100 nm in the wavelength range 200≤λ≤2000 

nm (Fig. 6). The spectra T = f(λ) of films 30 – 50 nm thick contain 

an anomaly due to the absorption of electromagnetic radiation by 

the substrate glass. The presence of the absorption edge of glass on 

the spectra of films indicates that such films have an ―island‖ 

structure and radiation penetrates past sections of the substrate 

coating that are inhomogeneous in continuity, increasing the 

transmittance of light radiation. With a thickness of more than 50 

nm, the films have a more continuous coating of the substrate. The 

absorption edge of electromagnetic radiation by the substance Nd-

Fe-B and Sm-Co is also observed. This experimental result may be 

due to the absence of a complete overlap of the conduction band 

and the valence band characteristic of SmCo5 and Nd2Fe14B 

powders. 

 

 
Figure 6. Optical transmission spectra Sm-Co (a)  

and Nd-Fe-B (b) films 

 

Based on the dependencies T = f (λ) using the relation: 

((h) × h)2=A(hE0), where A is a constant, 

were drawn dependences of (αhν)2 vs energy E (Fig. 7), allowing to 

estimate the value of the gap energy between the valence band and 

the conduction band. The presence of a gap with an energy of 0.7 –

0.8 eV between the conduction band and the valence band in layers 

d <100 nm is permissible due to the manifestation of hopping 

conductivity. 

The main characteristics of the synthesized Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B 

films: 

Surface Area S ≈ (18mm • 20mm) 

Density of the films Nd-Fe-B 7.4 – 7.5 g/cm3 

Density of Sm-Co films 8.5 – 8.6 g/cm3 

Layer thickness 30 nm ≤ d ≤ 400 nm 

Specific magnetization Nd-Fe-B ≈ 45 – 80 A·m3/kg 

Coercive force of Nd-Fe-B films 0.015 – 0.1 Tesla 

Magnetic moment of the Nd-Fe-B  

films at 80 and 300 K, respectively: 

 

Specific Magnetization Sm-Co 61 – 64 A·m3/kg 

Magnetic moment of Sm-Co films at 80 

and 300 K, respectively: 

 

Optical transmission for transparent 

films of Nd-Fe-B in wavelength range 

250 - 3000 nm 

6% ≤ T ≤ 55% 

Optical transmission Sm-Co transparent 

films wavelength range 250 - 3000 nm 

6% ≤ T ≤ 80% 
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Figure 7. Dependences of (αhν)2 vs energy E for Sm-Co (a) and Nd-Fe-B (b) films 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
Thin films Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B, including transparent ones, 

were synthesized. The experiment showed that the flash spraying 

method can be used to synthesize films with a crystal structure that 

is most suitable for the crystal structure of SmCo5 and Nd2Fe14B 

powders even under conditions of changing stoichiometry of the 

precursor powders. It has been established that Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B 

films of nanoscale thickness have an uncompensated magnetic 

moment and are capable of transmitting light radiation. It was found 

that for synthesized films with thicknesses less than 50 nm, the 

coating error is violated. They are "islet". 
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